
Main: In mid-1938 80 Squadron finished Gladiator I K8011 and others in an temporary experimental camouflage of sand/buff and dark 
green with the undersides remaining silver. Note how the green has been painted around the serial number by hand. (E G Jones)

Inset: In Palestine in early 1939 33 Squadron also experimented with a similar camouflage on Gladiator I L7619 on which the roundels 
were toned down. It carries the pre-war unit code letters ‘TN’. (Author’s collection)

PRELUDE TO WAR

These three excellent views of a Gladiator I taken before delivery provide an opportunity to view detail from 
all aspects. K6132 was the fourth production aircraft and was one of the first batch of Gladiators issued to 72 
Squadron on 22 February 1937. It was later transferred to 603 (City of Edinburgh) Squadron of the Auxiliary Air 
Force and at the start of WW2 had been camouflaged and coded as ‘XT-E’ until early November 1939. It was 
later used for communications and trials work and was finally struck off charge in April 1946. Evident in these 
views are the small flaps (A) which were mounted in both upper and lower wings; the metal interplane strut 
bases (B) and the twin exhaust pipes (C). (D) are trestle holes and (E) is a downward signalling light.  Note how 
the rigging wires enter the wing before reaching the outer struts (arrowed) and that this aircraft is yet to be fitted 
with wing guns. (Simon Erland)
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Main: Gladiator I K7960/P of 3 Squadron at Kenley in September 1938, at the time of the Munich Crisis, with blue and red roundels on the fuselage only. (via P Jarratt)

Top left: When seen at Croydon earlier, in the summer of 1938, Gladiator I K7960/P of 3 Squadron had been painted in an experimental camouflage only on the fuselage. It 
makes an interesting comparison with the main image that was taken several months later. (A W P Spears) See also p 18 for image of K7960 in pre war markings.

Top right: This 3 Squadron Gladiator I, flown by Sergeant A F Butterick in December 1938, has its serials over-painted and has a strange version of the black and white 
scheme. The tailplane and fuselage appear to be black underneath and the underside of the upper wing appears to be white on both sides. Note how the ailerons have been 
left in the original silver, a common practice to avoid upsetting the balance of the control surfaces.  (A F Butterick)

Main: Gladiator I K8055 at Ramleh, Palestine, during a visit to 33 
Squadron by Air Commodore Arthur Harris. (J E Pelly-Fry)

Right: Having been repaired after its earlier accident, Gladiator I K7903 
leads K7913/OD-G at Ismailia in mid 1939. K7903/OD-B was being 
flown by Flight Lieutenant ‘Tap’ Jones of 80 Squadron and carried a 
blue fin. (E G Jones)
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RAF & RN SQUADRON CODES
The period of the Munich Crisis saw a variety of camouflage patterns when the 
serial numbers were often over-painted, and variations in unit codes, as can be 
seen here.

Right top and bottom: Useful port and starboard views of Gladiator I ‘FZ-O’ of 65 
Squadron at Abingdon for fighter affiliation with the Fairey Battles of 40 Squadron 
on 2 February 1939. Note the external gun camera (arrowed)  fitted to the 
starboard wing. (P F Morfill)

Below: Flight Lieutenant R C Ayling in Gladiator I K7965/OP-A of 3 Squadron in 
the summer of 1939. (J T C Long)

Bottom: The only known image of a camouflaged Gladiator I of 54 Squadron 
shows ‘DL-S’ at Hornchurch in December 1938. (J Merritt)

Although Squadron codes were introduced at the 
same time as the camouflaging of fighters, some 
codes were applied to unpainted Gladiators like 
this line up of 33 Squadron aircraft (right) in the 
Middle East, late 1938.

Meanwhile in the UK, at the time of the Munich 
Crisis of September 1938 the Gladiator Is of 
72 Squadron at Church Fenton were hastily 
camouflaged and had unit codes added. 72 flew 
Gladiators longer than any other home based 
fighter squadron.

Right: On 22 February 1939 Gladiator I K7981/
RN-D overshot its landing at Church Fenton and 
ran into a ditch. It never flew again and was used 
as an instructional airframe. Note the serial number 
chalked upon the rudder. (D M Dixon)

The inset below shows the same K7981/RN-D near 
Church Fenton in happier days, January 1939, 
before its accident. (D B F Sheen)

Bottom right: Flying Officer J B Nicholson (who 
later won the VC) flying his Gladiator I over 
Yorkshire in February 1939. The unit codes are 
painted in medium grey. Note the lack of overwing 
roundels. (R L Ward)

SQN CODE/S
3 OP*

16 UG
24 ZK
25 RX*
33 SO*, TN*, NW
54 DL*
65 FZ*
72 RN*
80 OD*, GK*, YK, AP
94 GO

112 XO*, RT
152 UM
239 HB
247 HP
263 HE
520 2M
521 TE
603 RL*, XT
605 HE*
607 LW*, AF
615 RR*, KW

1 RAAF NW
2 AACU JQ

769 T6*
802 G6*

* Pre-War
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In the last year of peace, four Auxiliary Air Force 
squadrons were re-equipped with Gladiator 
Is when the regular RAF units received more 
modern fighters. They were 603 (City of 
Edinburgh) Squadron at Turnhouse, 605 (County 
of Warwick) at Castle Bromwich, 607 (County of 
Durham) at Usworth and the Kenley based 615 
(County of Surrey) Squadron.  

Left: Gladiator I ‘RR-H’ of 615 Squadron is on the 
firing butts for its guns to be harmonised during 
the summer camp at Ford in August 1939. The 
open panel shows useful internal detail of the 
fuselage gun mounting. (C Penn)

Bottom left: Also seen on summer camp in August 
1939 are the Gladiator Is of 607 Squadron that 
had travelled north to Abbotsinch near Glasgow. 
Visible are ‘LW-E’, ‘LW-H’ with ‘LW-H’ in the 
background. Once again the serial numbers have 
been over-painted. (607 Sqn Records)

Opposite page:

Main: A formation of Gladiator IIs from 605 
Squadron over Hampshire on 14 August 1939 
during the unit’s summer camp at Tangmere. The 
trio are: N5583/HE-Q, N5585/HE-R and N2312/
HE-D. Note that these aircraft have the later style 
of aerial arrangement with a mast (A) offset to 
starboard on the upper wing and the attachment 
point on the tail repositioned to the top of the 
fin, (B). Note the rigging wire (C) attached to the 
leading edge (inset below). (605 Sqn Association)

C

The above photo carries extra fascination when you really study it. Firstly, N5585 (nearest 
camera) and N5583 have totally different camouflage schemes, despite being just two serials 
apart. This could be explained by the fact that N5584 was allocated to the Finnish Air Force and 
so in terms of painting they were consecutive and therefore received the alternative A and B 
scheme. N5585’s serial number is just visible on the rudder having been overpainted.  N5585 
also has aluminium undersides and roundels whereas N5583 has the black and white underside 
scheme and no roundels.  Both have serial numbers still painted under the wings.

Note how both the undercarriage legs and the wheel covers are camouflaged. Note also the early 
two pronged pitot tube (D), shortly to be replaced in production by a single pronged version.

Inset left: Next on the production line, N5586/HE-K carries the same scheme as N5583 which 
backs up the theory above.  It was abandoned in France in 1940. (W Whitfield)
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GLADIATOR AT WAR 

No. 603 Squadron only flew Gladiators for a few weeks after the start of the war, before the arrival of 
its Spitfires in early October 1939. Nonetheless, as these extremely rare images show, the biplanes 
adopted the allocated wartime unit codes ‘XT’.

Above: Gladiator I K7938 XT-J was the aircraft of Pilot Officer ‘Black’ Morton and was parked at 
Turnhouse during September. (David Ross)

Right: The Gladiator Is of 603 Squadron’s Yellow Section in echelon port during September 1939. 
The camouflaged aircraft had black (port) and white (starboard) undersides and retained the under-
wing serial numbers. (David Ross)

Main: The hastily camouflaged Gladiator Is of B Flight 112 Squadron run up their engines at Helwan, Egypt before a practice sortie soon after 
formation; K7977 is the nearest aircraft. Note the light coloured serial repainted onto the rudder.  (E L Cooper)

Top left: Although in early 1939 the Gladiator Is of 80 Squadron were camouflaged and allocated unit codes and aircraft letters for security, 
they retained the unit badge on the fin! One of the ground crew finds the tailplane useful as a table too. (M Kester)

Top right: By July 1939 the Gladiator Is of 112 Squadron at Helwan conformed to the use of camouflage and unit codes as evident on K7954/
XO-L. This aircraft has had its serial repainted in light grey just on the fuselage.  (C Williams)
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In this useful view of Flight Lieutenant James Sanders (centre) briefing his pilots of ‘B’ Flight, 615 Squadron before a patrol from Vitry en 
Artois March 1940, the black/white undersides and roundel positions are well shown, as is the under-wing Browning gun mounting. Note 
that only the lower wing on the starboard side is painted white, the upper is probably in the original silver. (J G Sanders)

When they deployed to France in November 1939, 615 Squadron’s aircraft had a variety of 
camouflage and roundel styles. 

Left centre: 615 Squadron Gladiator IIs including ‘KW-O’ and ‘KW-R’ depart Kenley for 
France on 14 November 1939. (JG Sanders)

Left bottom: Gladiator II ‘KW-A’ parked at Vitry en Artois in December 1939. (J Holloway)

Right top: Gladiator IIs N2304/KW-R and  N2308/KW-T at St Inglevert in May 1940. Flight 
Lieutenant J G Sanders flew ‘T’ to attack an He111 on 29 December 1939. Note that KW-R has 
a thin yellow ring applied to its fuselage roundel, an order sent out on 1 May 1940. (L Hunt)

Right bottom:  Gladiator II ‘KW-L’ also displays the thin yellow outer ring. The order 
specified that the outer ring should be the same thickness as the blue ring but some 
ground crews chose to keep it thin to avoid overpainting the code letters. (L Hunt)

On 29 December James Sanders had a combat in Gladiator N2308 KW-T (see opposite page): 

“I was in aircraft N2308 and took off at 13.10 for an ‘A’ patrol. The weather was filthy and I ended up with frost bitten 
fingers. The He111 was over Wisant, so I climbed in pursuit to 23,000 feet. After a long chase we ended up almost over 
Dover and the old Gladiator managed to get close enough and, pulling the nose up, I opened fire and kept firing as the 
enemy bomber went into a steep dive - hotly chased by the old biplane! I just couldn’t catch him up, but I fired a lot of 
ammunition at it! I did not follow as I thought the cloud might be on the hills so I returned to the aerodrome”
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